VIEWPOINT FIELD MANAGEMENT
Viewpoint Field Management extends Vista to the job
site. Increase efficiency while reducing risk by replacing
paper based processes and the costs of disconnected
field applications with real-time, bi-directional data flow
between the construction accounting software in your
back office, and the mobile devices that are on the job
site or on-the-go.
Viewpoint Field Management is a responsively designed web app, and
mobile app for iOS and Android phones and tablets that’s offline capable. A
direct channel to Vista, Viewpoint’s construction accounting ERP, it lowers
costs and risks by eliminating the double handling, duplication and manual
entry of field data by back office personnel. Job site efficiency is increased
and accuracy improved with a single screen in which labor, equipment,
materials and production (as well as custom User Database fields) can be
captured against validated Vista lookups e.g. job or phase. Its wide ranging
capabilities also include purchase order and material requisitions, training,
safety huddles, equipment and field ticketing for T&M billing.

BENEFITS
∫∫ Construction accounting
integration
∫∫ Arrest profit fade
∫∫ Keep projects on schedule
∫∫ Eliminate double handling costs
∫∫ Save time with real-time
data flow
∫∫ Mitigate risk from data entry error
∫∫ Eliminate paper loss/damage
∫∫ Increase job site efficiency
∫∫ Connect the office and the field
∫∫ Ease-of-use for fast adoption
∫∫ Offline capable iOS & Android
apps

Real-time data flow decreases time pressures on office staff so that
payroll and other accounting processes are faster, more accurate and less
manual. Visibility and control is improved by comparing daily job cost data
to the project estimate, so that project managers can identify and arrest
profit fade before it takes hold. While real-time over/under productivity
reporting empowers field supervisors to make resource adjustments that
keep projects on schedule.
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VIEWPOINT FIELD MANAGEMENT
CAPABILITIES
LABOR, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS
& PRODUCTION CAPTURE
A unified screen in which labor, materials, equipment
and production data can be captured. Eliminate the
inefficiencies and potential for lost data that are
common with paper processes, while reducing the
costs and risks that are inherent with disconnected
applications.

JOB COST & PRODUCTIVITY REPORTING
By comparing daily job cost data to the project
estimate, project managers can identify and arrest
profit fade before it takes hold. While real-time over/
under productivity reporting empowers field supervisors
to make resource adjustments that keep projects on
schedule.

PURCHASE ORDERS & REQUISITIONS
Remove delays and layers of communication with
the ability to create field POs or requisition materials
from inventory from the job site. Vista settings control
permissions and Vista lookups ensure POs and materials
requisitions are coded to the right job.

SAFETY HUDDLES
Keep project teams aligned and accountable by managing
the huddle schedule and documenting talking points and
action items.

EQUIPMENT
As projects multiply, keeping track of equipment and
assets is key to maintaining productivity and preventing
losses in the field. Extend your Vista EM data to the field.
View equipment locations, information and meters.
Transfer, update mileage and manage mechanic
Work Orders.

FIELD TICKETING FOR T&M BILLING
Construction accounting integrated field ticketing.
Maximize revenue and reduce costs by streamlining
the capture of T&M in the field, eliminate data double
handling and automating the consolidation and production
of field tickets.
Visit us at Viewpoint.com, call +1.800.333.3197, or email
productinfo@viewpoint.com to learn more or see an
informative demo.

MATERIAL RECEIPT
The best place and time to receive materials is upon
delivery. Record units delivered, capture images of the
receiving ticket and post the data directly to Vista.

TRAINING
Mitigate risk by gaining visibility over the training history,
skills and certification of job site personnel. Easily track
and manage training courses with an intuitive dashboard.

ABOUT VIEWPOINT
Viewpoint, a Trimble Company (NASDAQ: TRMB), is a leading global
provider of integrated software solutions for the construction industry.
Viewpoint software enables customers to integrate operations across
the office, team and field to improve project profitability, enhance
productivity, manage risk and effectively collaborate across the broad
construction ecosystem. With nearly 8,000 clients, including more than
40 percent of the ENR 400, Viewpoint’s innovations are transforming
the construction industry by fully integrating operations across financial
and HR systems, project management tools and mobile field solutions.
For more information, visit: viewpoint.com.
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